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MIT Press Ltd, United States, 2002. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 201 x 135 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In this examination of the political economy of economic policy
determination and evolution in developing countries, Anne Krueger provides concrete insights into
the interaction of economic and political variables that determine the success or failure of such
policies an understanding that is essential if economists are to provide realistic technical assistance
in the formulation of economic policy reform programs.The debt crisis of the 1980s accompanied an
era of slow economic growth. Developing countries had widely divergent experiences. Some, like
the East Asian countries, weathered the recession to resume and even accelerate growth and to
lower their debt-servicing ratios. Others, like those in Africa and Latin America, fell into slow or even
negative growth, were unable to tighten their debt burden, and experienced declines in per capita
income.Krueger analyzes the interaction of politics and economics in experience with slow growth
and debt crisis in terms of three major themes. The first is that politically determined policies have
economic consequences that can and do change the political equilibrium that generated those
policies. Second, the analysis of the political economy of economic policy...
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This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS

This kind of book is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Hettinger-- Justus Hettinger
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